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Every people have the right in proper education, its either you’re in the high class family,
middle class, or an average one.
Education in the largest sense is any act or experience that has a formative effect on the
mind, character or physical ability of an individual. In its technical sense, education is the
process by which society deliberately transmits its accumulated knowledge, skills and values
from one generation to another.
Mostly the education in the high class family is better than the family below poverty line,
since this wealthy people can afford to send their children in an expensive school of course
they’ll get a better education.
All of us have the right to learn and to have a proper education, the Philippine
government helps to achieve this proper education, but still it is not enough, such as improving
the quality of education and training, institutionalizing an effective assessment and certification
system, making accessible and relevant technical and vocational education to a large number of
the work force and delivering labor market information, in rural areas, it has been common for
children to leave their homes before daybreak because their schools are several kilometers away.
That’s why finishing college is a dream as distant as their school. Schools should be accessible
or easy to reach. Common problem also is the financial problem, there are public schools though
not all barangays have a public schools but mostly, usually its elementary, we wonder that there
are lots of public elementary schools and lesser high schools and colleges that’s because
elementary level is much lesser in expenses compare to the high schools and colleges and mostly
of the college schools are owned by a private institutions. And we expect it that is expensive that
most of us can’t afford. In this way we don’t commit an appropriate education.
Learning is like investing, if you don’t have money to go for school den you can’t
commit a precise education. Yes! We have the right to learn but we can’t get it if you’re poor.
Specially like in our country, the Philippines, population is one of the interference why we don’t
get this proper education, for example in one room, in an elementary room there are mostly 80
students then 1 teacher so the ratio of this is 80 students in 1 teacher, we can’t learn properly if
the number of students are too numerous, and it’s too crowded inside the room the students are
not comfortable in learning as well as the teacher can’t handle this number of students, the
teacher can’t teach the students appropriately.
In other words we in the Philippines we don’t commit a proper education. Compare to the
other country, the right of the human to learn is depending on his capability to educate his self.
The programs of the government are sometimes useless.

TOPIC # 4: HUMAN RIGHTS ON NEWS BLACKOUT
The right to know is related to the right to be informed.
Through this media we informed, announce and we know what is happening in our
country or what the updates are.
News blackout, the news blackout is an activity of stopping the media to cover a live
coverage on giving the people information on what is happening, the media is not allowed to
take any video on it. Or even share it to the public. Unless the problem is solved!
If there is a news blackout I think that they are getting the right of the people to know
what is really happening through televisions and radios. News blackout should be imposed not
on live coverage specially if it is interrelated in our country’s problem they should allow media
to cover it, and I don’t think so that Filipino people will not react on it besides one of the
attitudes of the Filipinos is being hearsay. And now some senators are proposing a law to have a
news blackout during a live coverage, it doesn't have to be a law. News blackout should be
imposed when it is needed and beneficial. And this media people should know their limitations
whether they should bring it out to the public or not.

News, the reporting of current information on television and radio, and in newspapers
and magazines, if the government will stop it or even in one second it will create another issue,
we as a human we have the right to be informed and to informed.

TOPIC # 5: HUMAN RIGHT IN PEACE AND ORDER
Peace is a freedom of war or the time when a war or conflict ends. Order a peaceful
condition in which laws are obeyed and misbehavior or crime is not present or is prevented.
These two words are intertwining if there is no peace there is no order, if there is no order there
is no peace.
This is also one of the many right of us Filipino, to have a peace and order in our country,
apparently there are parts of the Philippines experiencing wars, trouble, and conflict particularly
in Mindanao Island. Peace is what the Mindanao people want to aim and wish for. Many political
people promise to give and tried to have a peace and order in Mindanao but all of then failed.
The normal citizens of the Mindanao are really affected on its conflict and wars.
The human right on peace and order is the duty of the government authorized on it, those task
forces of the Philippines, police, marines, navy and etc. these people are task to maintain the
peace and order in our country, they are also responsible in keeping us in safe. Any act construed
as a disruption of social order or a threat to the public sense of personal safety, whether violent in
actuality or tending to incite resentment or fighting.

But sometimes these people are the number one violators and abusing their powers in
order to satisfy their own self interest. Sometimes they are called as the puppet of the
government highest officials to protect them from their enemy or to have safety.
Now tell me, are we committing a peace and order? Were in fact those people in the
highest sectors keeps on fighting with each other, the fact that they should be the model? We can
commit peace only if we have peace in our selves.

